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PREFACE
Nowadays, communication and information technology is vital to the development of
human, organization, and country. Obviously, internet is the most proactive medium which
allows interchange of variety of information arenas any time in any situation and tends to be
a part of daily life as such a newspaper in the near future.
This urged me to bring my knowledge I gained from the course to apply with the
design of the proposition of the internet homepage. This project is basically my starting
point to my progression in designing better internet homepage for my career in the future.
So please accept my apology if there is any incompletion of this report.

Suttaporn Oudomying

ABSTRACT
This project was emerged with my eager to study how to design the internet
homepage as internet is becoming an important medium of communication and information
quest. However, the world of internet is still limited among a small group of people, who
are likely to make contact with foreign countries. The organization I chose as a reference
for this project, then, was the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) which requires an effective and efficient vehicle to publicize Thailand world-wide.
The problem I faced during this project was mostly technical as I had to study from
the nature and usage of internet before stepping to the program used for designing. At first,
I started from studying the finished program package for a while without going to the root of
the computer language. After that, I started to study a relevant language namely HTML
(HyperText Markup Language) and create a homepage with the HTML myself. HTML was
well settled for free page formatting. Nevertheless, there was still some limitations in the
design due to the computer system and capability in information transmission which would
never allowed us to design as freely as designing on papers.
When I studied the program and techniques in details further I was able to present
information in a combination of letters, pictures, voices, and even moving pictures. Some
times I faced with the problem in finding a right picture to deliver the right message for a
subject, especially, of the old time. I had to use a present picture and retouch it to look like
an antique one. However, sometimes I had to add color into old pictures which mostly were
monotone to make it brighter and more attractive.
This project is the stepping-stone for me to study internet and design homepage.
Thus, the composition and techniques may still not be perfect as it should be. Though,
from this project I had a chance to know more about internet and, importantly, utilize my
knowledge in designing a printing media I gained from the course and apply it to design
homepage. Like other kinds of media, I think that internet is a medium needed to be developed more in terms of design innovations.
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INTRODUCTION
The Tourism Authority of Thailand initiated to have a homepage in internet to maintain good image of Thailand. Initially, the main purpose is to delete the existing recognition
of Thailand about prostitutes and illegitimate sex but now the intention has shifted to the
plan to enhance the quality not quantity of tourists. The strategy is targeting to the business
travelers who are likely to be well educated, have high purchasing power, and perhaps
accompanied with family. This project is to develop a homepage under planned marketing
strategy above.
The homepage consists of 10 pages:
SAWASDEE : To address viewers
OVERVIEW : General overview of Thailand
CALENDAR : Itinerary of local festive events
CONFERENCE : Introduce venues for conference
VISITING : General local tour
TRAVEL AGENCIES : Introduce travel agencies
TRAVELLING : Introduce traveling locally and in neighborhood countries
ACCOMMODATOIN : Introduce hotels
ATTRACTION : Introduce interesting tour spots
BROCHURE : For viewers to request for brochures
In addition, a series of 3 pieces of print ad were developed to create awareness
among target group that now there is Thailand homepage in internet. What were expected
from this project is attractive and effective homepage design, and be able to meet the marketing objective. Apart from the computer, the project costs in collecting information and
producing the 3 pieces of print ad are relatively minimal.
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OVERVIEW
Project Overview
1. Information gathered from interviewing at Information Collecting Department,
Information Service Department, and Statistics and Research Department of the TAT, includ
ing the information from the marketing plan of the TAT can be summarized as below.
Background
At the beginning of 1995 there was a presentation of prostitute problem of Thailand via
internet by a group of foreigners. To change this inferior image of country, the TAT with
assistance of AIT introduced Thailand homepage in internet.
Use of Internet As A Medium
It allows transmission of information immediately world-wide at low cost compared to other
kinds of media and tends to grow steadily in the future.
Key Information For The Viewers
Primary, cost of accommodations; secondary, routing and safety
Purpose For Visiting Thailand
To see different culture for European and American travelers
To buy souvenirs for Asian travelers
Other Relevant Information For The Viewers
Travel information of neighborhood countries
Target Viewers
All people, primary are the people age 18-35 years of all ages and sexes.
Number of Viewers
There are data from 2 reports
1. Viewers who view from the first page total 30,000 people in the past one year
2. Viewers who view at least one page (total more than 200 pages) 10,000-20,000
people a week
TAT's Budget
There is no direct budget for TAT for this project. At present, the budget is shared from the
data record and processing assignments of the Information Bureau who is obligated to all
computer projects of the TAT.
Costs
Cost of internet is much cheaper than other kinds of media. Cost of production of a
homepage is approximately 10,000 Baht per page and server& service charge is 25,000 per
month.
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Comparison of performance compared with other media
Unlike other kinds of media, the accomplishment of using the internet medium cannot be
measured as we will never know how many travelers visited Thailand because they saw the
publication in the internet.
Limitation of Internet
Immeasurable results
Problem From Service Via Internet
Mostly is the technical problem about speed in transmitting the data. However, this varies
from one computer to another. Another problem is lacking of officers to respond to the
viewers' needs or questions.
Comparison of Thailand's Homepage with Foreign Homepage
Thailand's homepage is of the same level as other Asian countries but still inferior in terms
of beauty and techniques to the ones of the European and American countries. This is due to
the readiness and ability of the people in this field.
TAT's Future Plan of Service Via Internet
A budget for setting up TAT's own server site was already passed on to the TAT. Tentatively, it will start servicing within 1997. Through this new infra-structure, it is believed to
serve at higher speed with more economical expenses. In addition, the costs will be compensated with some incremental earnings from advertisement of the hotels, restaurants,
shops and other tour spots.
1995 Thailandis Tourism Overview
TAT's budget
2,305.52 million Baht
Income from tourism
190,765 million Baht
Number of Tourists
6,951,566 million people
(12.73% increase from 1994)
Days per visit
7 days
4,000 Baht
Expenditure per day per person
Asian countries with the most in-bound tourists:
1. Hong Kong
2. Malaysia
3. Singapore
4. Thailand (#19 of the world)
(Thailand gains income from tourism ranked at #1 in Asia and #10 in the world)
2. Information from interview at Siam Web Co. about designing homepage and the
efficiency of information transmission via internet can be summarized as below.
-Pentium 16 Mb at minimum
-Capability in transmitting data at the center abroad is 45 MB per second.
-Capability in transmitting data at the local center is 2 MB per second.
-Capability in transmitting data of the modem is 28.8 K per second.
-Size and number of pictures in one page depends on the size of file.
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-Size of file of pictures and HTML altogether for one page is about 70 K.
-Number of colors for the picture should not exceed 256 colors.
In designing homepage, we have to be cautious about the size of file which directly
effects the waste of time in receiving the data.

Concept Rational
As Thailand has its own culture with very old history, the Thai identity is extensively utilized in designing homepage to make it outstanding and unique.

Design Strategy
Target Viewers
1. Business travelers
Male and female and companies world-wide
Earnings B+
Bachelor degree up
Modern life-style
2. Women, youth and old people
Earning B+
Any country world-wide
Modern life-style
Positioning
Thai-being
Selling Point
Attraction of the destination
Concept
Uniqueness of Thai identity
Style
Contemporary Thai
Art Direction
Refined
Job Scope
Homepage 10 pages (not more than 150 K per page)
Magazine ad 1 series (3 pieces)
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REVIEW 1
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x.

Concept: Uniqueness of Thai Identity
Media: Internet
Style: Contemporary Thai
Approach 1: Using combination of old-style pattern of Sukhothai and Ayuddhaya and mod
ern art. Background of primary and secondary pages is consistent. The titles
of the secondary pages are the enlarged size of the icon in the primary page.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 1
-Low persuasive level
-Fail to convey Thai personality clearly
This approach was rejected for further development.
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Concept: Uniqueness of Thai Identity
Media: Internet
Style: Contemporary Thai
Approach 2: Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery with brief explanation are to be used
to draw interest. Some graphics will occasionally be utilized in some pages
e.g. Calendar, Accommodation. The attractions for the major page will be
photos telling story of Thai. Headlines and normal background will be used for
other pages.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 1
-Photos to be used must communicate clearly and well presented about being a Thai.
-Seems pretty interesting in the first page but then the rest are rather boring.
-Some icons are too small to see and communicate perfectly.
-The icon in the Accommodation page which is planned for choices should have any distinction to show that they are to be chosen.
This approach was rejected for further development.
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Concept: Uniqueness of Thai Identity
Media: Internet
Style: Contemporary Thai
Approach 3: Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery with brief explanation are to be used
to draw interest. Some graphics will occasionally be utilized in some pages
e.g. Calendar, Accommodation. The attractions for the major page will be
photos telling story of Thai. Normal headlines are to be used for the rest of the
pages. Same Background will be used for all pages.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 1
- Photos to be used must communicate clearly and well presented about being a Thai.
-Seem pretty interesting in the first page but then the rest are rather boring.
-Some icons are too small to see and communicate perfectly.
-The icon in the Accommodation Page which is planned for choices should have any distinction to show that they are to be chosen. A clear communication is needed in this page and
may need some explanation.
This approach was rejected for further development.
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Concept: Uniqueness of Thai Identity
Media: Internet
Style: Contemporary Thai
Approach 4: Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery are to be used to draw interest. A
brief explanation of the photos will enhance the efficiency of communication.
Photos telling story of Thai together with graphics and image map icon will be
used for the major page. The rest still be the headlines and normal background.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 1
-Photos to be used must communicate clearly and well presented about being a Thai.
-Seems pretty interesting in the first page but then the rest are rather boring.
-The layout could be better.
This approach is permitted to continue further.
Problems and guidelines for improvement.
-The meaning of the chosen photos must be studied in order to provide and clear statement
in itself.
-Some photos can be contemporary or use the graphics to make it more simple to communicate.
-A better layout is needed to be attractive
-A good sequence together with some gimmicks in each page would help bring viewers to
follow to the end.
-Some icons with choices should be highlighted and made with a clear statement.
-Some additional techniques such as moving picture and sound would be more persuasive.
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traditional greeting

■
Concept: Uniqueness of Thai Identity
Media: Foreign Magazines Ad.
Size: A4
Style: Contemporary Thai
Approach 1: Use Thai graphic of Sukhothai and Ayuddhaya period as factors in designing
with the modern graphics to present the Thai imagination, culture and
tradition. Interested photos will persuade viewers to seek for more information
from the homepage.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 1
-The project still looks not so interesting and cannot communicate effectively.
This approach was rejected for further development.
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Concept: Uniqueness of Thai Identity
Media: Foreign Magazines Ad.
Size: A4
Style: Contemporary Thai
Approach 2: Photos of antique gadgets will be used to draw attention and persuade viewers
to seek for additional information from homepage.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 1
-The photos still cannot communicate effectively and match with the introduction statement.
This approach was permitted for further development.
Problems and guidelines for improvement.
-The correct meaning of the photos used must be studied in order to present the real usage of
the gadgets presented.
-The history of the gadget should also be studied to find the genuine Thai antique.
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REVIEW 2
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai Identity
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere were utilized to draw
interest while additional brief explanation would help convey the message. The
overall picture was in red-brown tone with some general modern picture added
to create liveliness. The icons were either a single photo conveying the message
or 3-4 photos retouched into one to create an even clearer communication. For
some pages e.g. Sawasdee, Overview, Calendar, Accommodation, Attractions, an
image map technique icon were used. There were many different photos re
touched into one big picture which allowed viewer to click at different point in
the picture to link to the next page. An image maps can create a very interesting
picture since different style of icons were used to create variety. To prevent the
lack of unity problem, a similar heading and background was used in every page
to create connectivity (except the first page where animation was used to draw
attention.)
Suggestions from the committee in Review 2
-First page looks interesting but others were still rather boring.
-Layout was still not so proper.
-Space utilization in some pages like Visiting, Travel Agencies, and Traveling needed some
improvement.
-To create an old picture, Red-brown color was not the only way out.
- Heading and background did not need to be the same in every page since the overall picture
was already united.
- Certain icons in some pages were too small and could not communicate well.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-There should be uniqueness in the layout of each page to create variety.
-Easy-to-read font layout is necessary.
-Some color picture may be added to make it more interesting.
-The study of color of old picture or characteristics of old picture in different style is recom
mended.
-The background pattern can be varied in terms of both the pattern itself and its position.
-A beautiful pattern should be studied and brought into work properly.
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Concept: Uniqueness of Thai
Media: Foreign Magazines
Size: A4
Style: Contemporary Thai
Approach: Photos of antique gadgets were used to create interest in order to persuade viewers to look for further information in the Homepage.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 2
-The photo of bamboo sweet sticky rice and drug pot matched with the words chosen but the
photo of basket was still not so clear. The photo of drug pot should look better.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-The photo of basket to be used as a bag should look bigger and fatter. The color should be
yellow-brown more than red-brown. The color tone and characteristics of old picture
should be explored further.
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"SAWASDEE- This is the vord ve say to greet each other in Thailand
Welcome to homepage of Tourism Authority of Thailand. This site contains
a lot of Thai historical pictures vhich may cause you to nnsunderstand the
meaning of the pictures, so ye suggest you to not only loot at the pictures
but also read the text for the exact meaning. Or you can find out the topics
you vast to buoy by using search engine helm; We hope you vill enjoy,
HAVE A NICE TRIP I

SEARCH
Decoment

SAWASDEE
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-The overall picture should be more colorful.
-Font layout should be more organized and the grammar check was needed.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Add more color and find a language adviser to check the grammar.
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-The heading looked too tight and monotone.
-Small photos used should be able to convey a clearer message and put into a better layout.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Improve the heading to be more interesting.
-Check the grammar.
-Choose photos which are more suitable, die-cut picture may give better vision.
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CALENDAR
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-Heading should rather be on top. The icon of each picture should be clearer. There should
be some explanation for each picture too. Overall is too dull and too tight, should be more
colorful.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-The heading and icon format should be more interesting. The icons should be colored to
make it clearer. Also, composition should be more spacious.
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We are pleased to velconie you to spud your tuna not only
for sight seeing but also for your success in your work. Besides
our attraction of natural beauty, ve serve you the place for your
conference or a warm meeting m your group with wonderful area
and make it be a vonderful day for you and your organization
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-The placement of letters should be more organized. The grammar should be revised.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Improve the letters placement and check the grammar.
-Improve space utilization.
-The last icon did not need to be italic.
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TRAVEL AGENCIES
You can find Immure to help you get around Thailand
easier from the list of agencies that we recommend.

PREPARING YOUR TRIP
Some recommendation for preparing yourself before
coming to have a race day in Thailand.
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Healthcare service a also available for any accidental
events during your trip m Thailand.
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-The overall picture should be more colorful.
-Letters placement should be more organized.
-Grammar check is needed.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Add color pictures.
-Find a language advisor to check grammar.
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-The heading font should be the same as other pages.
-Photos used should be more colorful and clearer.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Change heading font.
-Add more colors to the picture.
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-Letter placement should be more organized and grammar checking is needed.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Check grammar.
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-The background picture should be clearer and other colors may be added.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Redecorate the picture to make it clearer and more colorful.
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-Heading could not convey a clear message.
-Letter placement was still unorganized.
-Small icon picture looked too tight and unclear.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-I mprove the picture used incorporation with the heading.
- Create a more relaxing and interesting icon.
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ACCOMMODATION
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets and old scenery or atmosphere together with graphic
design and some recent photos were used to create interest.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-Choices on the icon should be well determined that which one is needed.
-KA LAE ( symbol of house in the North) should be real.
-Layout was too tight.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Correct the icon according to the fact.
-Create a clearer heading.
-Allow more space.
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bag

......dessert ..........
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medicine

..... ....... .....
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Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Foreign Magazines
Size : A4
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Photos of antique gadgets were used to create an interesting picture and persuade
viewers to search for further information in the Homepage.
Suggestions from the committee in Review 3
-Decorate the shade of the picture to be a set.
-Decorate the logo to give more prominent detail.
-Letter placement should be more organized.
-Grammar checking is needed.
Problems and guidelines for improvement
-Fill in every detail of the work.
-Find a language advisor to check the grammar.
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SAWA SDEE
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Everything was placed in the center to show simplicity. Icon was created as
pictures piling in the form of image maps in order to be able to click to connect
to other pages. Content was put aside on the left and right to be orderly. The
search button is Kra Chong Ngong ( a kind of lamp) with moving picture on
the side to be more interesting. Thai pattern was applied for the background and
e-mail icon.
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cuts= / people / wekorae / religion / do&don' ts
bulgur/go 1 weather / security/ money/ tourism / history

OVERVIEW
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Icon was a retouching photo by using photos which explain all the contents to be
retouched into one single picture as an image map. There were some color
pictures inserted during the content to make it more interesting and fun as this
was about traveling.
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Happennings around Thailand, This calendar is updated monthly
You can search by topics or by months according to convenience

CALENDAR
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : The icon was an old picture put on a recent picture and used lighting technique
to make it look like a button to push for choosing the subject. The subject can be
chosen from either the content or the month whichever is more comfortable.
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THAILAND

We are pleased to velcome you to spend your time not only for sight seein,
but also for your business needs Besides the attraction for our natural beauty
ye also provide you with conference, meeting, seminar facilities in a wonderful ambience to be a memorable experience for you and your organization.

Queen Sirikit National
Convention Center
QSNCC was officially opened by Their Majesties
King Bhurrebol Adulyadei and Queen Sulat in
1991 The Center's name honors Her Majesty's
60th birthday, which falls on 12 August 1992

CONFERENCE
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary
Approach : Photos used in the page were all modern in order to present a modern meeting
venue. Anyway, some part of the picture was made old to be in parallel with the
whole job.
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ATTRACTION
:_et's see how attractive Thailand is, with our natural
t.eauty, ancient relics, handicrafts and nightlife

TRAVELLING
Getting around Bangkok and other provinces by
choosing your favourite way of transportation

ACCOMMODATION
Have a sweet dream in a comfortable place according
to your sttytle, both in town and at the countryside

VISITING
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Put the layout on the left and right by switching between the icon which was an
old picture and modern picture, seemed like taken from a trip. Tourists would be
impressed by the Thai culture and its natural beauty.
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Temporary office
372 Bamrung Mueng Road, Bangkok 10100, flatland
Tel (66)(2) 226-0060 (40 lines)
Fax (66)(2) 224-6221

Please enter your personal particulars for future reference
in our rriailing list, and then click the topic interested .
Firm name
Middle name :
Last name
Country : I
Docu ent Done.

BROCHURE
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : TAT's logo was used as background. There was space for filing information and
choosing the subject from the icon.
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For first time in Thailand, you may contact the limousine service desk at
the airport or you may rent a car, etc. If you want to use public transportation we have some information available for you here. Have a nice trip!

AIRPLANES
See schedule for both international and domestic flights.

TRAINS

BOATS
A choice of daily cruises
on the Chao Phraya river
or to other destinations
out of Bangkok.

BUSES & TAXIS
GI?

TRAVELING
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Two-tone old picture was used to create distinction.
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TRAVEL AGENCIES
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Background was a large picture. Heading was not on the top as other pages to
create distinction and firm utilization of space. Choose travel agencies by their
names accordingly.
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ATTRACTION
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Picture of interesting places were used as an icon for Bangkok. For other provinces, different parts on the map were laying with picture of their festive events.
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ACCOMMODATION
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Internet
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Design the icon as a house. The accommodation icons which were available
both in Bangkok and up country was arranged with choices. The accommodation available in the up country only were presented with the picture of the
places only.
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bag

There are many kinds of bags
in Thailand that made of
natural materials depending
on its usage. And there also
are many sizes to choose
according to ones preference.

For more information about Thailand, contact
372 Bamrungmuang Road Bangkok 10100 Thailand or
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BAG
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Foreign Magazines
Size : A4
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Design the lay-out by balancing the weight of picture on the left and content on
the right. Content was put aside on the left and right to be orderly. Emphasizing
at domain name ( http://www... ) to be recognized easily.
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medicine
The art of Thai herbal medicine. From the
direct use of herb and other chemical
substance to the herbal extracts used
side by side with the chemical medicine.

For more information about Thailand. contact
372 Bamrungmuang Road Bangkok 10100 Thailand or

/ www.tat.
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MEDICINE
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Foreign Magazines
Size : A4
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Use the antique pot that has Cha leiw ( symbol of fertilization) which is the
medicine pot in the past to draw interest, because it is rarely seen now.
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dessert

A bamboo filled with rice & coconut milk,
covered with banana leaf, then grilled over an
open-fire, one of the most well loved Thai dessert.

For more information about Thailand, contact
372 Bamrungmuang Road Bangkok 10100 Thailand or
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DESSERT
Concept : Uniqueness of Thai
Media : Foreign Magazines
Size : A4
Style : Contemporary Thai
Approach : Use the picture of a kind of Thai dessert and explain how to cook to draw interest, and urge to find more information from the homepage.
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CONCLUSION
After finishing the project, Homepage Graphics Design for Tourism Authority of
Thailand, I think it is successful enough for the beginning of studying internet and designing
homepage, including marketing plan for internet and some tips from tourism industry.
Problems of this project are mostly technical, and can be solved by studying more
about the relevant programs and techniques. Basically, designing homepage is like design
ing a book. We have to know what kind of book we are designing, and we have to present
the information with the proper design which should be incorporated with beauty, communication and technology.
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ART THESIS

1. Project

Homepage Graphics Design For Tourism Authority of Thailand

2. Background

The existing recognition of Thailand about prostitutes and illegitimate sex is quickly
unfolded after it was exposed by a group of foreigners in the new proactive medium,
INTERNET. To address this issue, the Tourism Authority of Thailand initiated to have a
homepage in internet to present good image of Thailand. The information provided in the
initial homepage was rather rough. In order to portray good image to impress the foreigners,
clearer information is necessary.

3. Purpose of The Project

1. To study how to design homepage
2. To study how to publicize through internet
3. To study how to plan the marketing strategy for internet media

4. Target Group and Key Strategy

1. Business travelers: Seminar or Travel as a reward
- Male and female and companies world-wide
- Earnings B+
- Bachelor degree up
- Modern life-style
2. Women, youth and old people
- Earning B+
- Any country world-wide
- Modern life-style
Strategy: To promote Thailand to be the center of international conference and
tourism of Asia. Particularly, promote the local tourism in the provinces.

5. Scope of The Project
The homepage consists of 10 pages:
SAWADEE:

1

page

OVERVIEW:

1

page

CALENDAR:

1

page

CONFERENCE:

1

page

VISITING:

1

page

TRAVEL AGENCIES:

1

page

TRAVELLING:

1

page

ACCOMMODATOIN:

1

page

ATTRACTION:

1

page

BROCHURE:

1

page

In addition, a series of 3 pieces of print ad were developed to create awareness
among target group that now there is Thailand homepage in internet.

6. Course of Actions
1.

Collect information and study the relevant programs

2.

Submit the Project Proposal for refinement

3.

Study marketing information relevant to the project

4.

Study information of the tourism and the tour spots in Thailand

5.

Gather information for outlining

6.

Submit the outline for designing the layout

7.

Screen the layout for further development

8.

Create a real production developed from the best layout

9.

Present all the creative material to the Professor of this Art Thesis

10.

Present the relevant information and reference of the project to the Professor of

this Art Thesis

7. What were expected from this project:
1. Design good homepage
2. Use internet as a medium efficiently
3. Understand how to plan the marketing strategy to design a homepage that meets
the marketing objective

8. Reference and Relevant Information
1. Interview at Information Collecting Department of the TAT
2. Interview at Information Service Department of the TAT
3. Interview at Statistics and Research Department of the TAT
4. 1 996 Marketing plan of the TAT
5. TAT's presentation

INTERNET STRUCTURE
TOURISM AUTHORITY OF THAILAND'S HOMEPAGE
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Ti me has officially decided to slow down. You have to have sympathy really, it works so hard everywheie
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else in the world. Tick 'rock Tick Tock. All day long. All night long. Even
destination seems to be Thailand. We're kind of happy
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not have noticed just how perfect the pitch of a temple wind chime is. Or how the carvings on a
that jinni c loins Thailand
candle melt just so. Or the way heady inn ease smoke can lid le inir noses. Some say
,
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MVO : A lifetime of rehearsals.

The perfection of form.

The astounding grace of
the Siamese theatre.

Our Golden Jubilee promises

to be the celebration of the century.

Super : Come to Thailand

Come join the celebration of the century.
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